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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

 

1. This case was registered on 20-10-2013, at Gauripur Police Station, under 

Sections 147/149/120(B)/307/326(A) of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (in short 

“the IPC”), based on a First Information Report (in short “the FIR”) filed by one 

Ahad Ali against accused Zahidur Islam, Jalil Sheikh, Golap Uddin, Jamal Sheikh, 

Sarifa Bibi and Sapia Bibi.   
 

2.    The case of the prosecution, as stated in the FIR, is that about six years 

ago, the niece of the informant, namely Kohinoor Bibi, was married to the 

accused Jahidur Islam. After the marriage, in collusion with the accused Jalil 

Sheikh, Golap Uddin, Jamal Sheikh, Sarifa Bibi and Sapia Bibi, who happened to 

be the relatives of the accused Jahidur Islam, the accused Jahidur Islam 

conspired to murder Kohinoor Bibi and pursuant to the said conspiracy, on 20-

10-2013, at around 07:30 a.m., in their house at village Geramari, Part-IV, under 

Gauripur Police Station, they poured kerosene oil on Kohinoor Bibi and set her on 

fire. As a result, Kohinoor Bibi sustained grievous injuries and she was shifted to 

the Dhubri Civil Hospital. Therefore, the informant filed the FIR of the instant 

case against the accused Zahidur Islam, Jalil Sheikh, Golap Uddin, Jamal Sheikh, 

Sarifa Bibi and Sapia Bibi with the Gauripur Police Station on 20-10-2013 itself.  

3.  Based on the FIR, the Officer In charge of the Gauripur Police Station 

registered the case No. 520 of 2013, for commission of offences punishable 

under Sections 147/148/149/447/323/342/436 IPC against the accused Zahidur 

Islam, Jalil Sheikh, Golap Uddin, Jamal Sheikh, Sarifa Bibi and Sapia Bibi and 

investigated the case.  
 

4.  During the course of investigation, several statements came to be 

recorded. The Investigating Officer also recorded the statement of the injured 

Kohinoor Bibi at the Dhubri Civil Hospital in presence of the on duty nurse and 

independent witnesses. As during pendency of investigation, the injured Kohinoor 

Bibi succumbed to the injuries, Section 304 (B) IPC was added to the case. After 

completion of investigation, a charge sheet was filed for offences under Sections 

120 (B), 304(B), 34 IPC against the accused Zahidur Islam, Jalil Sheikh, Jamal 

Sheikh and Sarifa Bibi only, in the Court of the learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Dhubri. The accused Golap Uddin and Sapia Bibi were not charge-sheeted.  The 

learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Dhubri transferred the case to the court of the 
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learned Judicial Magistrate First Class, Dhubri, Shri B. Kshetri for disposal. As the 

offence under Sections 120 (B), 304(B), 34 IPC are exclusively triable by the 

Court of Sessions, after complying with the provisions of section 207 of the Code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (hereinafter referred to as “the Cr.P.C.”) the learned 

Magistrate committed the case to this Court for trial. Hence, this case. 

5. During trial, my learned predecessor framed charges under Sections 

304(B), 302, 34 IPC against the accused Zahidur Rahman, Jalil Sheikh, Jamal 

Sheikh and Sarifa Bibi. When the contents of the charges were read over and 

explained to the accused persons, they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried. 
 

6. The prosecution, in order to prove its case, examined ten witnesses. The 

accused did not examine any witness.   
 

7. In their examination under section 313 Cr.P.C., the accused have denied the 

prosecution case and have stated that the allegations levelled against them are 

false and baseless.  
 

8.     The points for determination in this case are:-    
  

 I.  Whether on 20-10-2013, at around 07:30 a.m., at village Geramari, 

Part-IV, under Gauripur Police Station, in furtherance of common intention of 

them all, the accused Jahidur Rahaman being the husband of the deceased 

Kohinoor Bibi and the accused Sarifa Bibi, Zamal Sheikh and Jalil Sheikh, being 

the relatives of the accused Jahidur Rahaman and within seven years of her 

marriage with the accused Jahidur Rahaman, subjected the deceased Kohinoor 

Bibi to cruelty demanding dowry and on account of her failure to meet their 

unlawful demand for dowry, poured kerosene oil on her and set her on fire, as a 

result of which, she sustained burn injuries and later on, succumbed to the 

injuries and thus the accused had committed dowry death? 

 II.  Whether on 20-10-2013, at around 07:30 a.m., at village Geramari 

Part-IV, under Gauripur Police Station, in furtherance of common intention of 

them all, the accused Jahidur Rahaman, Sarifa Bibi, Zamal Sheikh and Jalil 

Sheikh committed murder of Kohinoor Bibi by intentionally causing her death?  

 If so, what punishment do they deserve?    
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DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

 
 

9. I have carefully examined the evidence on record, gone through the 

relevant documents on record and after hearing the arguments advanced by the 

learned counsels for both the sides, give my decision on the above points as 

follows:- 
 

10.   As both the points are co-related, both the points are discussed and 

decided jointly.  

 

11.  P.W.-1 Smt. Dipa Roy, the on duty nurse in whose presence the 

Investigating Officer has recorded the statement of the deceased Kohinoor Bibi 

has deposed that the deceased Kohinur Bibi told her that the accused Jahidur 

Rahaman caught her in the kitchen, her aunt-in-law poured kerosene oil on her 

body and her father-in-law Jalil Sheikh set her on fire.   

 

12.  In the cross-examination, she has stated that she does not remember 

when the Investigating Officer has interrogated her. She does not know whether 

the police from the Hospital Outpost or from the Gauripur Police Station 

interrogated her. She has not submitted any document to the police with regard 

to her duty on that day because she has to look after number of patients in a 

day. She does not remember the names of the patients she had attended on that 

day. She has denied the suggestion that the deceased Kohinoor Bibi did not tell 

the Investigating Officer in her presence that her husband caught her in the 

kitchen, her aunt-in-law poured kerosene oil on her, her father-in-law set her on 

fire and Jamal kept the door of the room shut.  She does not know the accused 

persons. She has denied the suggestion that she was not on duty on that day. 

She has stated that she does not have personal knowledge about the case. 

 

13.  P.W.-1 was re-examined to exhibit the statement of the deceased Kohinoor 

Bibi and in the re-examination; she has deposed that the Ext.-7 statement of the 

deceased Kohinoor Bibi was recorded by the police in the burn unit of the Dhubri 

Civil Hospital in her presence. Ext.-7 (2) is her signature therein.  

 

14.   In the further cross-examination, she has stated that  she personally did 

not know the deceased Kohinoor Bibi. She does not remember what the 

deceased Kohinoor Bibi told the police. She does not remember where she put 
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the Ext.-7 (2) signature. She has denied the suggestion that the deceased 

Kohinoor Bibi did not give any statement. She does not remember the date when 

she put the Ext.-7 (2) signature. She has denied the suggestion that the Ext.- 7 

is not the statement of the deceased Kohinoor Bibi. 
 

15. PW-2 Alema Bibi has deposed that she does not know under what 

circumstances Kohinoor Bibi died.  

16. PW-3 Fatema Bibi and PW-4 Zamir Ali turned hostile.  

17. PW-5 Ahad Ali, the informant has deposed that the deceased Kohinoor Bibi 

was the wife of his nephew. About two years ago, he had lodged the Ext.-1 FIR 

of the case. On the day of the occurrence, he was present in his house.  He 

learnt that Kohinoor Bibi had died due to burn injuries. He then went to the 

house of the accused persons and learnt that Kohinoor Bibi was shifted to the 

hospital. He then went to the hospital and found that Kohinoor Bibi has expired. 

18.  In the cross-examination, he has stated that the accused persons are his 

immediate neighbours. So far he knows, the relation between the deceased 

Kohinoor Bibi with her husband and in-laws was peaceful. He never saw the 

husband and wife quarrelling with each other.  After reaching the hospital, he 

learnt that while preparing tea, Kohinoor Bibi was caught by fire. He did not 

suspect that the accused persons were anyway connected with the death of 

Kohinoor Bibi. 

19. PW-6 Bahazuddin Sheikh has deposed that he knows the accused persons. 

The deceased Kohinur Bibi was the daughter-in-law of the accused Jalil Sk. and 

wife of the accused Jahidur. Kohinur Bibi had fallen down into a pond with burn 

injuries and she was retrieved from the pond by the public. She told him that she 

was caught by fire while preparing meals.   

20.  In the cross-examination, he has stated that the incident has taken place 

about five/seven years after the marriage and the deceased. The deceased had 

an issue out of the marriage. The children are living with their father. They had a 

peaceful married live and the victim had no dispute with the other members of 

the family. Jahidur’s father and Jahidur had taken the victim to the hospital.  

21. PW-7 Awal Mozid Sarkar has deposed that he knows all the accused 

persons. He also knew the deceased Kohinur Bibi. He lives near the house of the 
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accused. Hearing a commotion in the house of accused persons; he went there 

and found that the people were trying to rescue the deceased Kohinur Bibi from 

a pond. When he asked Kohinur Bibi, she told him that she was caught by fire 

while preparing meals.  

22.  In the cross-examination, he has stated that the incident had taken place 

about five/seven years after the marriage and the victim had an issue out of the 

marriage. The children are living with their father. They had a peaceful married 

live and the victim had no dispute with the other members of the family. 

Jahidur’s father and Jahidur had taken the victim to the hospital.  

23. P.W.-8 Yusuf Ali has deposed that he knows the accused and the 

deceased. His house is situated at a distance of about three kilometer away from 

the house of the deceased. He went to the place of occurrence after 10/15 

minutes of the occurrence. He learnt that at around 07:30 a.m., the deceased 

was caught by fire and she threw herself into the pond. She was taken out from 

the pond and was shifted to the Dhubri Civil Hospital. He does not know how the 

deceased was caught by fire.  

24.  In the cross-examination, he has stated that the deceased was his niece. 

The relation between the deceased and her husband was cordial.   

25.   In the re-examination, he has stated that the Ext.-7 statement of the 

deceased Kohinoor Bibi was recorded by the police in the Dhubri Civil Hospital in 

his presence. Ext.-7 (3) is his signature therein.  

26.   In the further cross-examination, he has stated that he has put the Ext-7 

(3) signature inside the hospital but, cannot say where in the hospital he had put 

the signature. He does not remember whether he had signed in blank paper or in 

the Ext.-7. He does not remember the date when he signed in the Ext.-7. The 

injured Kohinoor Bibi was in serious condition. She was not properly audible.   

27. PW-9 Dr. Nabajit Barman, the Medical Officer who had  performed the post 

mortem examination on the dead body of  Kohinoor Bibi has deposed that he 

had recorded the following:-   

1. Average built swarthy complexioned female dead body in naked condition 

covered by a piece of cloth. 

2. Eyes and mouth closed. Rigor mortis present over both upper and lower 

limbs. Body cold on touch externally. 
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3. Burn injuries present over the part of scalp, face, front and back of neck, 

front and back of whole abdomen  and chest, both the upper limbs 

except the palms, front both thigh, back of both thigh, front of lower part 

of right leg, back of both legs in upper part.  

4. Burn injuries were epidermal and derma epidermal in nature. 

5. Ligature mark nil.   

6. Line of redness and hyperaemia seen at places, peeling of epidemins seen 

at places. 

7.  Burn injuries covered approximately 90% of total body surface area. 

 

      In his opinion, the death was due to shock resulting from anti-mortem 

flame burn injuries of epidermal and derma epidermal type covering 

approximately 90% of the total body surface area. The approximate time of 

death was 12 to 24 hours. The Ext.-2 is the post-mortem report prepared by him 

and  Ext.-2 (1) is his signature therein. Ext.-2 (2) is the signature of the then 

Joint Director of Health Services, Dhubri. Ext.-3 is the dead body challan and 

Ext.-3 (1) is his signature therein. 

28. PW.10 Rudreswar Deka, the Investigating Officer of the case has deposed 

that during the course of investigation he has recorded the statements of the 

witnesses. He also went to the Dhubri Civil Hospital as the deceased Kohinur Bibi 

was admitted therein. At Dhubri Civil Hospital, he recorded the statement of the 

deceased Kohinur Bibi in presence of the on duty Nurse Smt. Dipa Ray and 

witnesses Yusuf Ali Sheikh and Jamair Ali. Ext.-7 is the said statement of the 

victim Kohinur Bibi. He has taken R.T.I. of the deceased Kohinur Bibi in the Ext.-

7. After recording of the statement of the victim Kohinur Bibi, she succumbed to 

the injuries. He then wrote to the District Magistrate, Dhubri for conducting the 

inquest on the dead body and the inquest was conducted by the Executive 

Magistrate. Ext.- 5 is the inquest report. After completion of investigation, finding 

sufficient evidentiary materials against the accused persons, he submitted charge 

sheet for offences under Sections 120(B), 304 (B), 34 IPC against the accused 

persons. Ext.-6 is the charge sheet and Ext.-6(1) is his signature therein. 

29.  In the cross-examination, the Investigating Officer has stated that the 

deceased was shifted to the hospital by the members of the family of her father-

in-law. He reached the hospital on 20-10-2013, at 11:45 p.m. and met  the 

deceased in the burn unit.  He has not mentioned the bed number and room 
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number of the burn unit. He has not mentioned at what time he has recorded the 

statement of the deceased. Before recording the statement of the deceased, he 

did not take opinion of the Doctor about her mental condition as the nurse was 

present.  He has not mentioned that the nurse told him that the mental condition 

of the deceased was normal. He did not make any prayer before the Doctor or 

Magistrate for recording the dying declaration of the deceased. He did not 

produce the statement of the deceased before the Executive Magistrate who had 

conducted the inquest. He did not produce the statement of the deceased before 

the Court. The witnesses did not put the date below their signatures. He has not 

mentioned that he has taken the R.T.I. of the deceased in her Ext.-7 statement. 

He did not know the deceased before the said occurrence. He has not mentioned 

who had identified the deceased. He did not seize the bed head ticket of the 

deceased. He did not seize the clothes of the deceased. He has denied the 

suggestion that the Ext.-7 statement is not the statement of the deceased. He 

has denied the suggestion that the deceased was not in a position to make any 

statement and he has manufactured the Ext.-7 statement. He has denied the 

suggestion that without properly investigating the case, he has submitted charge 

sheet against the accused persons. 

30.  In the further cross-examination, he has stated that the deceased was 

admitted in the hospital as an indoor patient. He has recorded the dying 

declaration of the deceased after obtaining permission from the Doctor. He has 

not taken any certificate regarding mental condition of the deceased at the time 

of recording her dying declaration. He has recorded the dying declaration as per 

the provisions of Section 161 Cr.P.C. He has not mentioned in which language 

the deceased talked with him. He has denied the suggestion that the deceased 

did not give any dying declaration.  

31.   As can be seen from the above discussion, though none of the prosecution 

witnesses has seen the accused persons pouring kerosene oil on the deceased 

Kohinur Bibi and setting her on fire, the question of any of the prosecution 

witnesses witnessing the accused persons pouring kerosene oil on the deceased 

and setting her on fire does not arise as admittedly, the deceased was set on fire 

inside the house of the accused persons. Therefore, it is the accused persons 

who had to explain how and under what circumstances the deceased sustained 

the said burn injuries. If the explanation of the accused that while preparing tea, 

the Saree of the deceased accidentally caught fire and she sustained the burn 
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injuries, then they should have proved the same by adducing positive evidence. 

Even assuming while denying the contention of the accused persons to be true, 

then also it is simply unbelievable that the deceased caught fire accidentally and 

the accused persons did nothing to put out the fire and allowed the deceased to 

sustain 90% burn injuries. Had the deceased been accidentally caught by fire 

and the accused had cordial relation with the deceased, the accused would 

definitely have tried to put out the fire and in the process, would have sustained 

some burn injuries. But, nothing happened to the accused persons and only the 

deceased sustained 90% burn injuries. The same can happen only if the accused 

had set the deceased on fire. It seems, the prosecution witnesses, who are 

neighbours and relatives of the accused (the informant has deposed that the 

deceased was the wife of his nephew) have compromised the case and hence, 

did not depose against the accused. But, none of the prosecution witnesses has 

deposed that when the deceased sustained the burn injuries, the accused 

persons were not present in the house. Therefore, as the prosecution has 

discharged its initial burden of prove, the onus of proving that the deceased had 

sustained the burn injuries accidentally and they were not responsible for the 

same was on the accused. But, as the accused did not discharge this onus, a 

presumption has to be drawn against them that it was they who had set the 

deceased on fire. 

32.  In the case of Shambu Nath Mehra Vs. The State of Ajmer, reported 

in,  AIR 1956 SC 404 : (1956) CriLJ 794, the Hon’ble Supreme Court held as 

follows:- 

     “14. This lays down the general rule that in a criminal case the burden of 

proof is on the prosecution and section 106 is certainly not intended to relieve it 

of that duty. On the contrary, it is designed to meet certain exceptional cases in 

which it would be impossible, or at any rate disproportionately difficult, for the 

prosecution to establish facts which are "especially" within the knowledge of the 

accused and which he could prove without difficulty or inconvenience. The word 

"especially" stresses that. It means facts that are pre-eminently or exceptionally 

within his knowledge. If the section were to be interpreted otherwise, it would 

lead to the very startling conclusion that in a murder case the burden lies on the 

accused to prove that he did not commit the murder because who could know 

better than he whether he did or did not. It is evident that that cannot be the 

intention and the Privy Council has twice refused to construe this section, as 

about:blank282301
about:blank282301
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reproduced in certain other Acts outside India, to mean that the burden lies on 

an accused person to show that he did not commit the crime for which he is 

tried. These cases are Attygalle v. Emperor AIR 1936 P.C. 169 and Seneviratne v. 

R. [1936] 3 All E.R. 36, 49.”   

33.  In the case of Munish Mubar -Versus- State of Haryana, reported in 

(2012) 10 SCC 464, the Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that “It is obligatory on 

the part of the accused, while being examined under Section 313 Cr.P.C., to 

furnish some explanation with respect to the incriminating circumstances 

associated with him, and the court must take note of such explanation, even in a 

case of circumstantial evidence, so as to decide, whether or not, the chain of 

circumstances is complete.” 

 

34. In the case in hand, as the accused did not prove as to how the deceased 

sustained the burn injuries and have failed to prove that while preparing tea, the 

Saree of the deceased accidentally caught fire and she sustained the burn 

injuries, an adverse presumption has to be drawn against them that it was them 

who had set the deceased on fire. 

35.  In the case of State of Rajasthan Vs.  Mahavir @ Mahavir Prasad, 

reported in   AIR 1998 SC 3041, the Hon’ble Supreme Court observed as 

follows:- 

        “11. As indicated earlier, it is not disputed that the respondent and his wife 

were staying together and none else was residing with them. Therefore, if death 

occurs in suspicious circumstances, a reasonable explanation was expected from 

the respondent…” The ratio of this case is squarely applicable to the case in our 

hand. 

36.   In the case in our hand also, the accused and the deceased were staying 

together and none else was residing with them. Therefore, the explanation put 

forward by the accused that the deceased sustained the burn injuries 

accidentally, in my considered opinion, is an afterthought attempt. Except their 

mere words, no other material in support thereof was adduced by the accused. 

In view of the absence of any material on record to substantiate that the 

deceased sustained the burn injuries accidentally, the same must be rejected. 

37.  Further, though the PW-6 Bahazuddin Sheikh and PW-7 Awal Mozid Sarkar 

have stated in the cross-examination that the accused Jahidur and his father had 

shifted the deceased to the hospital, the same is not true. Because, it can be 
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seen from the Ext.-3 post mortem report that the deceased was identified before 

the Medical Officer by Constable 474 Afjal Hoque and one Md. Yusuf Ali Sheikh 

(seems to be the PW-8). If the contention of the accused that they had shifted 

the deceased to the Dhubri Civil Hospital and their relation with the deceased 

was cordial were true, then they should have remained in the hospital during her 

treatment and should have identified her before the Medical Officer. But, they did 

not do so. Therefore, the PW-6 and PW-7 have lied on oath before this Court and 

the Ext.-7 statement of the deceased that after setting her on fire, the accused 

fled away from their house, is true.  

38.   Further, if the deceased had sustained the burn injuries accidentally and 

her relation with her accused husband and the accused in-laws was cordial, then 

the question of her falsely implicating them with pouring kerosene oil on her and 

setting her on fire does not arise. But, she has categorically stated in the Ext.-7 

statement, which has to be treated as her dying declaration, that her husband, 

the accused Jahidur Rahman caught her, her aunt-in-law Sorifa Bibi poured 

kerosene oil on her body, her father-in-law Jalil Sheikh set her on fire by lighting 

a match stick and her brother-in-law Zamal Sheikh had kept the door of the 

house shut.  

39.    The Ext.-7 statement of the deceased reads as follows:--  

 “My name and address as stated above is true. Today, on 20-10-2013, at 

around 07:30/08:00 p.m., inside my dwelling house, my husband Jahidul 

grabbed me, my aunt-in-law Sarifa Bibi poured kerosene oil on me, my father-in-

law  Jalil Sheikh set me on fire by match stick and my brother-in-law  Jamal 

Sheikh kept the door shut. After setting me on fire, they fled away. Left with no 

alternative, I jumped into the pond in front of my house”. 

40. In the case of Ramesh v. State of Haryana, reported in (2017) 1 SCC 

529) the Hon’ble Supreme Court has held as follows: 

        “31. Law on the admissibility of the dying declarations is well settled. In Jai 

Karan v. State (NCT of Delhi) [Jai Karan v. State (NCT of Delhi), (1999) 

8 SCC 161 : 1999 SCC (Cri) 1385] , this Court explained that a dying 

declaration is admissible in evidence on the principle of necessity and can form 

the basis of conviction if it is found to be reliable. In order that a dying 

declaration may form the sole basis for conviction without the need for 

independent corroboration it must be shown that the person making it had the 
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opportunity of identifying the person implicated and is thoroughly reliable and 

free from blemish. If, in the facts and circumstances of the case, it is found that 

the maker of the statement was in a fit state of mind and had voluntarily made 

the statement on the basis of personal knowledge without being influenced by 

others and the court on strict scrutiny finds it to be reliable, there is no rule of 

law or even of prudence that such a reliable piece of evidence cannot be acted 

upon unless it is corroborated. A dying declaration is an independent piece of 

evidence like any other piece of evidence, neither extra strong or weak, and can 

be acted upon without corroboration if it is found to be otherwise true and 

reliable. There is no hard-and-fast rule of universal application as to whether 

percentage of burns suffered is determinative factor to affect credibility of dying 

declaration and improbability of its recording. Much depends upon the nature of 

the burn, part of the body affected by the burn, impact of the burn on the 

faculties to think and convey the idea or facts coming to mind and other relevant 

factors. Percentage of burns alone would not determine the probability or 

otherwise of making dying declaration. Physical state or injuries on the declarant 

do not by themselves become determinative of mental fitness of the declarant to 

make the statement (see Rambai v. State of Chhattisgarh [Rambai v. 

State of Chhattisgarh, (2002) 8 SCC 83 : 2003 SCC (Cri) 219] ). 

         32. It is immaterial to whom the declaration is made. The declaration may 

be made to a Magistrate, to a police officer, a public servant or a private person. 

It may be made before the doctor; indeed, he would be the best person to opine 

about the fitness of the dying man to make the statement, and to record the 

statement, where he found that life was fast ebbing out of the dying man and 

there was no time to call the police or the Magistrate. In such a situation the 

doctor would be justified, rather duty-bound, to record the dying declaration of 

the dying man. At the same time, it also needs to be emphasised that in the 

instant case, dying declaration is recorded by a competent Magistrate who was 

having no animus with the accused persons. As held in Khushal Rao v. State of 

Bombay [Khushal Rao v. State of Bombay, 1958 SCR 552 : AIR 1958 SC 22 : 

1958 Cri LJ 106] , this kind of dying declaration would stand on a much higher 

footing. After all, a competent Magistrate has no axe to grind against the person 

named in the dying declaration of the victim and in the absence of circumstances 

showing anything to the contrary, he should not be disbelieved by the court (see 
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Vikas v. State of Maharashtra [Vikas v. State of Maharashtra, (2008) 2 

SCC 516 : (2008) 1 SCC (Cri) 486] ).” 

        39. We find that it is becoming a common phenomenon, almost a regular 

feature, that in criminal cases witnesses turn hostile. There could be various 

reasons for this behaviour or attitude of the witnesses. It is possible that when 

the statements of such witnesses were recorded under Section 161 of the Code 

of Criminal Procedure, 1973 by the police during investigation, the investigating 

officer forced them to make such statements and, therefore, they resiled 

therefrom while deposing in the court and justifiably so. However, this is no 

longer the reason in most of the cases. This trend of witnesses turning hostile is 

due to various other factors. It may be fear of deposing against the 

accused/delinquent or political pressure or pressure of other family members or 

other such sociological factors. It is also possible that witnesses are corrupted 

with monetary considerations. 

         40. In some of the judgments in past few years, this Court has commented 

upon such peculiar behaviour of witnesses turning hostile and we would like to 

quote from few such judgments. In Krishna Mochi v. State of Bihar [Krishna 

Mochi v. State of Bihar, (2002) 6 SCC 81 : 2002 SCC (Cri) 1220] , this 

Court observed as under: (SCC p. 104, para 31) 

        “31. It is a matter of common experience that in recent times there has 

been a sharp decline of ethical values in public life even in developed countries 

much less developing one, like ours, where the ratio of decline is higher. Even in 

ordinary cases, witnesses are not inclined to depose or their evidence is not 

found to be credible by courts for manifold reasons. One of the reasons may be 

that they do not have courage to depose against an accused because of threats 

to their life, more so when the offenders are habitual criminals or high-ups in the 

Government or close to powers, which may be political, economic or other 

powers including muscle power.” 

         44. On the analysis of various cases, the following reasons can be 

discerned which make witnesses retracting their statements before the court and 

turning hostile: 

 

(i) Threat/Intimidation. 
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(ii) Inducement by various means. 

(iii) Use of muscle and money power by the accused. 

(iv) Use of stock witnesses. 

(v) Protracted trials. 

(vi) Hassles faced by the witnesses during investigation and trial. 

(vii) Non-existence of any clear-cut legislation to check hostility of witness. 

         50. The present case appears to have been stung by “culture of 

compromise”. Fortunately, statement of PW 4 in attempting to shield the accused 

Ramesh has been proved to be false in view of the records of PGIMS, Rohtak 

and, therefore, we held that the High Court was right in discarding his 

testimony.” 

41.   The case in our hand is also seems to have been stung by the culture of 

compromise and the witnesses, though have proved that the deceased sustained 

the burn injuries and succumbed to the injuries in the house of the accused and 

at the relevant time, all the accused were present in their house, have tried to 

shield the accused stating that the deceased sustained the burn injuries while 

cooking food. But, the same is not supported by the evidence on record and the 

accused did not adduce any positive evidence to prove the same.  

42.    Further, PW-9 Dr. Nabajit Barman, the Medical Officer who had performed 

the post-mortem examination on the dead body of the deceased has proved that 

the deceased died due to the burn injuries sustained by her. One does not 

sustain 90% burn injuries accidentally while cooking food. The contention of the 

accused persons that the deceased Kohinoor Bibi accidentally caught by the fire 

and thereafter, she jumped into the pond is simply unbelievable. Had the 

deceased been caught by fire accidentally, she would not have waited to burn 90 

% of her body and jump into the pond thereafter. She would have jumped into 

the pond immediately after she was caught by fire and would have saved her.   

43.  Further, the FIR version of the case is fully corroborated by the Ext.-7 

statement of the deceased. Therefore, it can be safely held that the informant 

lodged the FIR of the case having learnt about the occurrence from the 

deceased. Otherwise, the informant, who happens to be the relative of the 

accused, would not have manufactured the FIR and alleged that, on 20-10-2013, 

at around 07:30 p.m., in their house at village at Geramari, Part-IV, under 
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Gauripur Police Station, the accused poured kerosene oil on the deceased and 

set her on fire, as a result of which, the deceased sustained grievous injuries and 

was shifted to the Dhubri Civil Hospital.  It seems, as the accused are relatives of 

the informant and the other prosecution witnesses are their neighbours, they did 

not depose against the accused. But, for the same, the case of the prosecution 

cannot be rejected. 

44.  It is crystal clear from the above discussion that the accused poured 

kerosene oil on the deceased and set her ablaze, as a result of which, she 

sustained the alleged burn injuries and after the accused fled away from the 

house, she went out and jumped into a pond to save herself. But, unfortunately, 

she succumbed to the injuries. The act of pouring kerosene oil on the deceased, 

followed by lighting of a match stick and throwing it on the deceased and 

thereby setting her ablaze, are intimately connected with each other and resulted 

in causing the death of the deceased and hence, the said act of the accused is 

punishable for murder. (Relying on the ratio of Ramesh (supra). 

45.   Failing to shake the prosecution case, the learned counsel for the accused 

vehemently argued that even assuming while denying the case of the 

prosecution to be true, then also the offence allegedly committed by the accused 

cannot be murder, but may be culpable homicide not amounting to murder. He 

contends that this case cannot be brought under any of the clauses of Section 

300 IPC which turn the lesser offence into murder. On the other hand, the 

learned Public Prosecutor submitted that the Clauses (4) of Section 300 IPC 

would apply to this case. The question thus is what offence was committed by 

the accused? 

46.   In the case of Anda and Ors. vs. The State of Rajasthan, reported in 

AIR1966SC148, 1966CriLJ171, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has held that, 

 “4. The offence of culpable homicide is defined by Section 299. It reads: 

"299. Culpable Homicide. 

 Whoever causes death by doing an act with the intention of causing 

death, or with the intention of causing such bodily injury as is likely to cause 

death, or with the knowledge that he is likely by such act to cause death, 

commits offence of culpable homicide." 
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 The offence involves the doing of an act (which term includes illegal 

omissions) (a) with the intention of causing death or (b) with the intention of 

causing such bodily injury as is likely to cause death or (c) with the knowledge 

that the act is likely to cause death. If death is caused in any of these three 

circumstances, the offence of culpable homicide is said to be committed. The 

existence of the three circumstances (a), (b) and (c) distinguishes homicide 

which is culpable from homicides which are lesser offences or which are 

excusable altogether. Intent and knowledge in the ingredients of the section 

postulate the existence of a positive mental attitude and this mental condition is 

the special mens rea necessary for the offence. The guilty intention in the first 

two conditions contemplates the intended death of the person harmed or the 

intentional causing of an injury likely to cause his death. The knowledge in the 

third condition contemplates knowledge of the likelihood of the death of the 

person. 

 5. Section 300 tells us when the offence is murder and when it is culpable 

homicide not amounting to murder. Section 300 begins by setting out the 

circumstances when culpable homicide turns into murder which is punishable 

under Section 302 and the exceptions in the same section tell us when the 

offence is not murder but culpable homicide riot amounting to murder punishable 

under Section 304. Murder is an aggravated form of culpable homicide. The 

existence of one of four conditions turns culpable homicide into murder while the 

special exceptions reduce the offence of murder again to culpable homicide not 

amounting to murder. We are not concerned with the exceptions in this case and 

we need not refer to them. We now refer to the circumstances which turn 

culpable homicide into murder. They read: 

 "300. Murder. 

 Except in the cases hereinafter excepted culpable homicide is murder, if 

the act by which the death is caused is done with the intention of causing, death, 

or-- 

 2ndly.-- If it is done with the intention of causing such bodily injury as the 

offender knows to be likely to cause the death of the person to whom the harm 

is caused, or-- 

javascript:fnOpenGlobalPopUp('/ba/disp.asp','16123','1');
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 3rdly.-- If it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury to any 

person and the bodily injury intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary 

course of nature to cause death, or-- 

 4thly.-- If the person committing the act knows that it is so imminently 

dangerous that it must, in all probability, cause death, or such bodily injury as is 

likely to cause death, and commits such act without any excuse for incurring the 

risk of causing death or such injury as aforesaid.” 

47.   In view of the above, in the instant case, even assuming while denying that 

the accused had no intention to cause the death of the deceased, the act of the 

accused falls under Clause (4) of Section 300 of the Indian Penal Code that is, 

the act of causing injury so imminently dangerous where it will in all probability 

cause death. Any person of average intelligence would have the knowledge that 

pouring of kerosene oil and setting the deceased on fire by throwing a lighted 

matchstick is so imminently dangerous that in all probability, such an act would 

cause injuries that will cause death. [Relying on the ratio of Ramesh (supra)]. 

48.   The learned counsel for the accused further argued that as the 

Investigating Officer did not obtain the opinion of the Doctor before recording 

the Ext.-7 statement as to whether the deceased was in a position to make the 

statement; it cannot be held that the Ext.-7 statement was voluntarily made by 

the deceased. The learned counsel for the accused further argued that as the 

Investigating Officer has recorded the statement of the deceased under Section 

161 Cr.P.C. and not as a dying declaration, the same cannot be held to be the 

dying declaration of the deceased and hence, the prosecution case is liable to be 

rejected in its entirety. I do not agree with the contention of the learned defence 

counsel. Because, P.W.-1 Smt. Dipa Roy, the on duty nurse and P.W.-8 Yusuf Ali, 

in whose presence the Investigating Officer has recorded the Ext.-7 statement of 

the deceased, have proved that the Investigating Officer has recorded the Ext.-7 

statement of the deceased in their presence.  There is also nothing to disbelieve 

that the Investigating Officer has manufactured the Ext.-7 statement. In the case 

of State Govt. of NCT of Delhi vs. Sunil and another,  reported in (2001) 

CriLJ 504 : (2000) 7 SCALE 692,  the Hon’ble Supreme  Court observed as 

follows:- 

        “It is an archaic notion that actions of the police officer should be viewed 

with initial distrust. At any rate, the court cannot begin with the presumption that 

police records are untrustworthy. As a proposition of law the presumption should 
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be the other way around. The wise principle of presumption, which is also 

recognised by the legislature, is that judicial and official acts are regularly 

performed…” 
 

49.  But, there is no evidence to hold that by causing the death the of Kohinur 

Bibi, the  accused had caused dowry death. Dowry death is defined in Sections 

304-B IPC, which is extracted hereunder: 

            “304-B. Dowry death – (1) Where the death of a woman is caused by 

any burns or bodily injury or occurs otherwise than under normal circumstances 

within seven years of her marriage and it is shown that soon before her death 

she was subjected to cruelty or harassment by her husband or any relative of her 

husband for, or in connection with, any demand for dowry, such death shall be 

called “dowry death”, and such husband or relative shall be deemed to have 

caused her death. 

Explanation – For the purpose of this sub-section, “dowry” shall have the same 

meaning as in Section 2 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 (28 of 1961) 

(2) Whoever commits dowry death shall be punished with imprisonment for a 

term which shall not be less than seven years but which may extend to 

imprisonment for life. 

50.  The ingredients of the offence of dowry death defined in Section 304-B are: 

(i) death of the woman concerned is by any burns or bodily injury or by any 

cause other than in normal circumstances, and 

(ii) is within seven years of her marriage, and 

(iii) that soon before her death, she was subjected to cruelty or harassment by 

her husband or any relative of the husband for, or in connection with, any 

demand for dowry. 

51.  Section 113-B of the Act enjoins a statutory presumption as to dowry death 

in the following terms: 

“113-B. Presumption as to dowry death – When the question is whether a person 

has committed the dowry death of a woman and it is shown that soon before her 

death such woman has been subjected by such person to cruelty or harassment 
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for, or in connection with, any demand for dowry, the Court shall presume that 

such person had caused the dowry. 

Explanation – For the purpose of this section, “dowry death” shall have the same 

meaning as in Section 304-B of the Indian Penal Code (45 of 1860) 

52.  Therefore, to constitute the offence of dowry death, the prosecution has to 

first establish first the ingredients of the offence under Section 304-B IPC. But, in 

the instant case, there is no evidence to hold that soon before her death, the 

accused subjected the deceased to cruelty or harassment for, or in connection 

with, any demand for dowry or that the deceased died within seven years of her 

marriage with the accused Jahidur Rahman. Therefore, it cannot be presumed 

that the accused has committed the offence of dowry death under Section 113-B 

of the Act. Therefore, the accused cannot be held guilty of causing dowry death.  

53. In the result, from the facts and circumstances of the case and above 

discussion, I hold that the prosecution has succeeded in bringing home the 

charge under Section 302 IPC against the accused Zahidur Rahman, Jalil Sheikh, 

Jamal Sheikh and Sarifa Bibi beyond all reasonable doubt, but has failed to bring 

home the charge under section 304 (B) IPC against them. Hence, I hold the 

accused Zahidur Rahman, Jalil Sheikh, Jamal Sheikh and Sarifa Bibi guilty of 

committing an offence punishable under Section 302 IPC and convict them under 

the said section of law and acquit them from the charge under Section 304 (B) 

IPC. 

 

54.  The Probation of Offenders Act is not applicable to a case under Section 

302 IPC. Hence the accused are not entitled to get the benefit of the 

ameliorative relief as envisaged under the said Act. 
 

55. Heard the accused on the question of sentence. They have pleaded 

leniency in awarding the punishment.  
 

56. In the case of SANTOSH Vs. STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, reported in 

(2015) 7 SCC 641, a three-Judge Bench of the Hon’ble Supreme court has 

observed as follows:-  

       “In Bride Burning cases, whenever the guilt of the accused is brought home 

beyond reasonable doubt, it is the duty of the Court to deal with it sternly and 

award the maximum penalty prescribed by the law in order that it may operate 
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as a deterrence to other persons from committing such offence.” The Hon’ble 

Supreme court has further observed as follows:- 

    “16. This Court on various occasions has stressed the need for vigilance in 

cases where a woman dies of burn injuries within a short span of her marriage 

and that stern view needs to be adopted in all such cases. In Satya Narayan 

Tiwari @ jolly and Another Vs. State of U.P., (2011) CriLJ 445 : (2010) 2 DMC 

810 : (2010) 12 JT 154 : (2010) 11 SCALE 481 : (2010) 13 SCC 689 : (2011) 2 

SCC(Cri) 393 : (2010) AIRSCW 7144 : (2010) 7 Supreme 537 , this Court in 

paragraphs (3) and (9) has held as under: 

      3. Indian society has become a sick society. This is evident from the large 

number of cases coming up in this Court (and also in almost all courts in the 

country) in which young women are being killed by their husbands or by their in-

laws by pouring kerosene on them and setting them on fire or by 

hanging/strangulating them. What is the level of civilisation of a society in which 

a large number of women are treated in this horrendous and barbaric manner? 

What has our society become--this is illustrated by this case. 

      9. Crimes against women are not ordinary crimes committed in a fit of 

anger or for property. They are social crimes. They disrupt the entire social 

fabric. Hence, they call for harsh punishment. Unfortunately, what is happening 

in our society is that out of lust for money people are often demanding dowry 

and after extracting as much money as they can they kill the wife and marry 

again and then again they commit the murder of their wife for the same purpose. 

This is because of total commercialisation of our society, and lust for money 

which induces people to commit murder of the wife. The time has come when we 

have to stamp out this evil from our society, with an iron hand.” 

57.  The punishment for committing an offence under section 302 IPC is death 

or imprisonment for life and fine. The case in our hand is not a rarest of rare 

one. Hence, in my considered opinion, if the accused are sentenced to undergo 

imprisonment for life and fine; the same will meet the ends of justice in this 

case. The points are decided, accordingly. 
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O  R  D  E  R 

 

58. Considering the entire facts and circumstances of the case and above 

discussion, I sentence the accused Zahidur Rahman, Jalil Sheikh, Jamal Sheikh 

and Sarifa Bibi to undergo rigorous imprisonment for life and to pay a fine of Rs. 

10,000/- (Rupees ten thousand) only, each in default to undergo simple 

imprisonment for one year each, for committing the offence under section 302 

IPC which, in my opinion, will meet the ends of justice in this case. Their bail 

bonds stand cancelled. Issue Jail warrants, accordingly. 
 

59.  Furnish copy of the judgment to the convicts free of cost immediately. 

 

60. Signed, sealed and delivered in the open Court on this the 21st day of 

November, 2017, at Dhubri. 

 

 

 

 

                     (A.Chakravarty)       

                Sessions Judge, Dhubri 

Dictated & corrected by me 

 

 

 

        (A.Chakravarty)  

  Sessions judge, Dhubri   
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A P P E N D I X 

 

1.  PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 

 
P.W.-1 Deepa Roy 

P.W.-2 Alema Bibi 

P.W.-3 Fatema Bibi 

P.W.-4 Zamir Ali  

P.W.-5 Ahad Ali 

P.W.-6 Bahazuddin Sheikh  

P.W.-7 Awal Mozid Sarkar  

P.W.-8 Yusuf Ali 

P.W.-9 Dr. Nabajit Barman 

P.W.-10 S.I. Rudreswar Deka 

 

2.  PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

 

Exhibit- 1 FIR 

Exhibit- 2 Post-mortem Report 

Exhibit- 3 Dead Body Challan 

Exhibit- 4 Site Plan 

Exhibit- 5 Inquest Report 

Exhibit- 6  Charge Sheet 

Exhibit- 7  Statement of the injured victim 

 

  

 

(A. Chakravarty)  

     Sessions judge, Dhubri 

 

 


